While 4G delivers information, 5G delivers emotion,' Ryan Oing spoke about Huawei's growth in 5G, highlighting the 91 contracts the company has secured so far.

Chinese vendor Huawei went ahead with its big pre-MWC event in spite of everything. Under way what emerging trends will telecom energy see in the next five years? Here are 10 that are not to be missed.

Over the past 30 years, we believe it is the hard work and dedication of every Huawei staff that has made today's Huawei.

In the past 10 years Huawei has invested $70B in R&D. $14.8B of that came from spending in 2018 alone.
It's a metaphor, you see! As @CraigSp and Huawei's @sonjathompson ride on a tandem bike across the Golden Gate, they discuss the need for collaboration to bridge the digital divide. #FridayFun #ShotOnP30Pro

Huawei believes in the benefits of extending advanced, secure connectivity to more of the world. Follow our ConnectNotDivide campaign journey to get a look at the people who need connectivity and better understand why this mission is so important to us. tinyurl.com/w7nso2a

WHAT CONNECTS US IS STRONGER THAN WHAT DIVIDES US.

A woman who was knocked unconscious when she fell down her stairs at home was saved by her new Huawei smartphone. This story brings a whole new meaning to 'battery life'! Read on for the details. #HuaweiNews

Woman knocked out for three days survived thanks to Huawei phone's battery... A WOMAN knocked out for three days survived because her new phone’s battery still worked when she came to. Beth McDermott, 42, who hit her... thesun.ie
Here's to our employees, the heart & soul of Huawei. Your dedication and passion have propelled Huawei to what it is today. So we want to celebrate all that you've done with a sincere “thank you”. #EmployeeAppreciationDay

Bonjour, Paris! Looks amazing!

It's finally here! We can't wait for you to discover our first flagship store in France - Flagship Store Paris Opéra is now open! #Huawei
How do you define success? For Paul Scanlan, Huawei Carrier Business Group CTO, success is not defined by his job title, but rather, by how much value he can create for his customers. #WeAreHuawei

Huawei: WhoAreWe? The Measure Of Success
As the CTO of Huawei Carrier Business Group, Paul Scanlan shares that his success is not defined by his job title, but rather, by how much value he can create for his customers. #WeAreHuawei

Disappointed, but safety first!

An Update on SXSW 2020. Please read our full statement here: sxsw.com/2020-event-upd...

The City of Austin has cancelled the March dates for SXSW and SXSW EDU. SXSW will faithfully follow the City's directions.

We are devastated to share this news with you. "The show must go on" is in our DNA, and this is the first time in 34 years that the March event will not take place. We are now working through the ramifications of this unprecedented situation. As recently as Wednesday, Austin Public Health stated that "there's no evidence that closing SXSW or any other gatherings will make the community safer." However, this situation evolved rapidly, and we honor and respect the City of Austin's decision. We are committed to do our part to help protect our staff, attendees, and fellow Austinites.

Would you look at that! Huawei Mobile Service now supports more than one million developers. tinyurl.com/wehuuc
Power, features and wow factor. Just a few of the things that make the Mate XS "the most satisfying foldable phone" that TechRadar has used.

Hands on: Huawei Mate XS review
The Huawei Mate XS is a second, quite similar, attempt at a folding phone.

In a 5G era, how can we build commercial networks to help businesses succeed? Listen in as @pjarich, head of @GSMAI, discusses ways operators can quickly scale networks while providing an optimal user experience.

Quickly Scaling Quality 5G Networks
With 5G having entered a stage of rapid large-scale deployment, Head of GSMA Intelligence Peter Jarich...

What the world needs is a global Silicon Valley. Why? Because open collaboration is essential to closing the AI skills gap, explains Jack Lyu Ke, President of Huawei's HR Management Department. #FactsMatter

Zero-sum thinking is an AI talent killer
We need a global Silicon Valley because open collaboration is essential to closing the artificial intelligence skills gap, says Huawei's Jack Lyu Ke.
@NobelPrize winner Abhijit Banerjee has dedicated years of research to fight against global poverty. He recently joined us to discuss how tech innovations can help develop digital inclusion. #TECH4ALL

tinyurl.com/r6xg3wo

HuaweiUSA

Together, we’re connecting possibilities. We’ve developed a revolutionary suite of Huawei products that seamlessly connect, bringing you a smarter and more productive way of living. #TogetherConnectingPossibilities
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HuaweiUSA

#5G provides a seamless learning experience and allows students to explore beyond borders. #TECH4ALL
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At Huawei, we know we couldn’t support the amazing things we do everyday without our employees. #WeAreHuawei #EmployeeAppreciationDay

"Over the past 30 years, we believe it is the hard work and dedication of every Huawei staff that has made today's Huawei."

Ken Hu, Deputy Chairman, Huawei Technologies

---

IN THE PAST 10 YEARS HUAWEI HAS INVESTED $70B IN R&D.

$14.8B OF THAT CAME FROM SPENDING IN 2018 ALONE.

#FactsMatter
Collaboration is key for everything - from a bridge to a tandem bike ride to a global cybersecurity network. Agelight Advisory Group's Craig Spiezle rides across the Golden Gate bridge with Huawei USA's Sonja Thompson to illuminate the importance of ensuring our technology ecosystem works in tandem with governments, vendors and individuals around the world. We're trying to bridge the #DigitalDivide one pedal at a time.

https://tinyurl.com/vrpevf #ShotOnP30Pro

What connects us is stronger than what divides us. Follow our #ConnectNotDivide campaign as we start more conversations about providing advanced, secure connectivity to more of the world and hear the stories of the real people who are being impacted.

https://tinyurl.com/w7nso2a

WHAT CONNECTS US IS STRONGER THAN WHAT DIVIDES US.

facts.huawei.com
In the new podcast episode with Federal Drive, Carri Bennet of the Rural Wireless Association discusses the government's recent ban on Chinese equipment and explains why a replacement program simply won't do the trick for wireless carriers in rural areas. #FactsMatter

Ban on Chinese equipment puts rural wireless carriers in tight spot | Federal News Network